A phase-shifting shearing interference microscope (PSSIM) is introduced in this paper. It is constructed by placing a Savart shear prism between the objective and sample of a polarizing microscope with a rotatable analyzer as the phase-shifter, and it is capable of determining contour height variation and deformation strain using the principle of shearing interferometry. This paper not only interprets the measurement theory but also presents an experimental setup of the PSSIM. Moreover, this paper exhibits the results from the uses of the setup; the results demonstrate the validity and applicability of the PSSIM.
Introduction
Shearing interferometer carry out their measurements by the interference of a wavefront from the test sample with a shifted one of the same wavefront, they are therefore highly resistant to environmental perturbations and widely adopted when in-situ measurements are necessary. According to the measurement theories, shearing interferometers for micro-component examinations can be divided into microscopic ESPIs (electronic speckle pattern interferometers) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] and microscopic SIs (shearing interferometers) [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . When using microscopic ESPIs, the object must be with an optically rough surface and the interference pattern is full of random speckle. Microscopic ESPIs are hence, in general, not for estimating the quality but for investigating the strains of the surface, and they achieve the investigations by two techniques: speckle pattern subtraction and phase-shifting.
In contrast to microscopic ESPIs, microscopic SIs are favorable when the object is with a mirrorlike surface and they get an interference pattern with phase directly proportional to the slope (or contour height variation) of the object. Microscopic SIs are therefore applicable for both surface quality estimations and strain determinations. However, for eliminating the error due to the aberration of the wavefront through the objective, some of them [8, [10] [11] [12] utilize a collimator to appropriately collimate the light wave from the source and replace the objective with an afocal microscopic system to collimate the light wave incident on the sample, this narrows the effective numerical aperture of the objective and accordingly decreases the resolving power of the measurements; some of them [9, 13] use a filter to erase the extra phase due to the aberration, this may lead to reconstruction distortion if the window of the filter is not correctly laid down.
Configuration and Theory
A novel phase-shifting shearing interference microscope (PSSIM) is therefore proposed. As that shown in Figure 1 , the PSSIM is identical to a conventional phase-shifting polarizing microscope except for having a Savart prism placed between the objective and sample, where the polarizer converts the beam from the source into a linearly polarized beam; the lens and objective sequentially collect the incoming beam to illuminate the sample with contour height of W(x,y); the Savart prism shears the beam from the objective into two beams with a shear distance x and then recombines the sheared beams as they return from the sample; and the objective maps the sample image carried by the recombined beam onto the charge-coupled device (CCD) sensor. Apparently, this image is a shearing interference pattern, a derivation and a numerical calculation regarding this pattern have been done, the results prove that the intensity of the interference pattern has a form of
where λ and W(x,y) represent central wavelength of the light source and contour height variation, respectively, γ and C are fringe contrast and period correction factor, respectively, and
or, if the sample surface is smooth, quarter-wave plate with its fast-axis parallel to the x-axis, A: analyzer with its transmission axis at angleα measured from the x-axis and rotation axis parallel to the z-axis.
Equations (1)- (3) indicate that the proposed PSSIM is capable of examining contour height variation, or determining deformation strain using
where
after W x y x   represent the slopes of the sample before and after the sample is deformed, respectively. Note that W(x,y),
before W x y x   and ( , )
after W x y x   are extracted using a phase-shifting algorithm, where the phase-shifting images for the phase-shifting algorithm are the images with different phase shifts, i.e., 2α. Also note that the contour height variation and strain along y-direction can be obtained by rotating the Savart prism about z-axis by 90° and a process the same as that for x-direction shearing. The strain along y-direction is symbolized as ( , ) d W x y y   .
Experimental Setup and Results
To implement the measurement concept introduced in this paper, a setup comprising the proposed PSSIM and an image processing system was constructed. In the PSSIM, a photo of which is shown in Figure 2 , the light source was a halogen lamp; the color filter exported a red-light beam with λ = 0.635 μm; the Savart prism, made of quartz, sheared the input beam by a distance of x = 20.75 μm; the objective was M Plan Apo 2X from Mitutoyo Corporation (Kawasaki, Japan) or CFI TU Plan Epi ELWD 20X from Nikon Corporation (Tokyo, Japan); and the quarter-wave plate was of broadband type obtained from Photoelastic Division of Measurements Group Inc. (Wendell, NC, USA). The image processing system comprised a personal computer and three programs executed by the computer: image grabbing, evaluation, and display. The image grabbing involved acquiring the phase-shifted images on the CCD sensor and storing them in the memory of the computer; the evaluation retrievedW(x,y) or
by the uses of the stored images and five-step phase-shifting algorithm [14] ; and the display presented the results of the experiments on the computer screen. The aforementioned setup was then conducted to examine the contour height variation of a VLSI step-height standard with a nominal depth of 88 nm and strain of an Al-coated PEN film loaded by a concentrated force. A photo of the step-height standard is revealed Figure 3a and its measured contour height variation is presented in Figure 3b . A photo of the Al-coated PEN film is shown in Figure 4a and its inspected strain is exhibited in Figure 4b . The examination results of the step-height standard and PEN film agree the validity and applicability of the proposed PSSIM. 
Conclusions
This paper introduced an innovative phase-shifting shearing interference microscope, it is identical to a conventional phase-shifting polarizing microscope except for having a Savart prism placed between the objective and sample, and it is capable of examining contour height variations and strains of objects with mirror-like surfaces. The setup constructed for implementing the microscope was utilized to examine the contour height variation and strain of a step-height standard and a diaphragm loaded by a concentrated force, respectively; the results of the examinations verified the validity and feasibility of the microscope. 
